
name: U2
category: pendant lamp
type: 201801
composition: brass
reference: Heavy vertical form.  The lamp is 
the result of the designer's battlefield 
fascination from his childhood. The designer 
came from a family with a military tradition. 
Bullet shells were the first material Jan 
Garncarek processed while learning the 
basics of metallurgy. The designer refers to 
the shape of the shell. However, he does not 
identify it with the cruelty of war. The object 
captures the fascination of the shape and 
material, completely out of context of war. 
Just as only an unaware child is able to 
perceive reality and its beauty without 
prejudice.
production: handcrafted 
dimensions: 
10 cm width x 10 cm depth x fixture height
 

 to order min. 56 cm
4 in width x 4 in depth x fixture height 
to order min. 22 in 
(tolerance: 0,5 cm / 0,2 in)
weight: 6 kg  / 13 lb
voltage: 120V, 240V
lamping: 1 x Gu 10, max 60W, 50-60 Hz
tightness class: IP 21
certificates: CE approved, RoHS
lead time: 8-10 weeks
payment terms:  deposit 50 % upon order,  
balance prior to shipping
customization: available 
finished: - brass (waxed)
- nickel coating add 10 % 
- copper coating add 10 % 
- age brass add 10 % 
- black painted  add 10 %
- white painted  add 10 %
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JAN GARNCAREK DESIGN



fi 10 cm / 4 in

finished:

brass (waxed) age brass (waxed)

nickel coating
copper coating 

black painted

dimensions:

white painted

packing: 2 wooden boxes: 
30 cm x 30 cm x 70 cm and 120 cm x 20 cm x 10 cm, total weight 15 kg
12 in x 12 in x 28 in and 47 in x 8 in x 4 in, total weight 33 Ib
packet contains: certificate, instructions, glove mounting pins s, polishing sponge, 
attention: product made of pure brass. The material naturally tarnishes. Touching brass parts without 
gloves may result in finger marks. More information in our brochure "brass conservation". 




